
Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. Prices do not include taxes

Power term
€/kW and year 35,383056

11,342712
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,130800

Non-promoted price
0,218000

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 5% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 37,337970

11,969397
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,138027

Non-promoted price
0,230044

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 21% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 43,027565

13,793305
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,159059

Non-promoted price
0,265099

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IGIC 0% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 35,559971

11,399426
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,131454

Non-promoted price
0,219090

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IGIC 3% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 36,626770

11,741408
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,135398

Non-promoted price
0,225663

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to Tempo 24 horas you will enjoy a stable price and you will also enjoy additional
discounts indefinitely.

40 %
Discount on energy for a
maximum of 6 months.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IPSI (General indirect tax Ceuta &Melilla) 1% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 35,915571

11,513420
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,132769

Non-promoted price
0,221281

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

The time periods for the power term will be the same as for your access rate.

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Offer only valid for subscriptions made via Endesa's App/Web, Offices or Service Points, or via the customer service phone number 800
76 09 09.

Discount of 40% on the term of energy for acquiring an integral solution Endesa X at the same address, until the moment in which the
distribution confirms your activation of the self-consumption type and for a period not exceeding six months. Once the activation is
confirmed, Endesa Energía S.A.U. will contact you to contract the Solar Simply rate.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be bimonthly. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly
(by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected). The periodicity
will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 11/05/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 27/04/2023 and 31/05/2023.


